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AudioMount extension - Accessory for intrusion
detection MX-FLEX-OPT-AM-BL

Mobotix
MX-FLEX-OPT-AM-BL
4047438019873 EAN/GTIN

46,53 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

AudioMount extension MX-FLEX-OPT-AM-BL Type of accessory other, Suitable for: S26, S15M, S14M - Simple, quick and concealed installation with adhesive film (e.g.
behind a stainless steel plate) - Loudspeaker and microphone including camera connection cable integrated - use of the camera as a door station by connecting an external
bell button (e.g. connected via MX-232-IO-Box)
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